Let f be a domain in the complex plane C with the Poincar6 metric P(z)ldz[ which is Idzl/(1-Izl ) if f is the open unit disk. Suppose that the Riemann sphere CU {o} of radius 1/2, so that it has the area 7r and let 0 < fl < 7r. Let a,(z), z E r, be the supremum of the spherical derivative If'(z)l/(1 / If(z)l2) of f meromorphic in f such that the spherical area of the imagef(f) c C U {o} is not greater than .T hen ZEfl.
INTRODUCTION
The complex plane C R2, together with the point o at infinity, is identified with the Riemann sphere C* of radius 1/2 touching C from above at the origin with the aid of the stereographic projection viewed from the north pole of C*. The sphere C* =CU {o} is the metric subspace of the Euclidean space R3, so that it has the distance X(z, w) here E is identified with its projection. For example, the spherical cap E(a,r) {z E C*; X(z,a) < r} ofcenter a E C* and radius, r, 0 < r < 1, has the area 7rr2, so that A(C)--A(E(O, 1))=Tr. Actually, A(E(a,r))= It then follows from Theorem 2 that the supremum is the maximum; f#(z) c,(z) for anf E .T'(f,/). For this extremal function we set
Then g C br(f,/3) with g(z)=0 and O<g'(z)=cn,5(z). Again 
